Junk is our business but helping the environment is our passion.” Bye Junk was started by Matt Herman in 2018 with a passion to remove junk. With over eight years of junk removal experience, Matt has seen most everything, and he and his team have the knowledge and ability to know how to properly remove and dispose of pretty much anything.

“The waste industry, specifically removal of items that do not fit in trash bins, was the thesis for my MBA at Cal State University Hayward,” said Matt. “It went over so well with my professors. I immediately got into the industry upon graduating in 2010 and have been doing it ever since.”

Bye Junk makes the junk removal process quick, easy, and affordable. Through their extensive sorting process, they are able to donate or recycle a significant portion from all of their loads. Part of Bye Junk’s removal service is to take the extra steps to keep junk out of landfills. If they find something that can be reused, they make sure it is diverted away from the dumps. Each truckload that is composed of a mixture of metal, wood, yard waste, paper, plastic or cardboard is brought to separate facilities for recycling.

“One man’s junk is another man’s treasure,” said Matt. This quote is so true in his line of business.

“While we work in an industry of trash and garbage, people are always amazed at how clean our trucks and uniforms look,” said Matt. “By focusing on small details that are sometimes overlooked, we can leave a lasting impression on customers such as being respectful and wearing booties in houses or making sure to clean up any mess we leave from pulling items out from a dusty garage.”

From your household junk, furniture removal, green waste, or construction debris, Bye Junk is open to any challenge. Get a free, no-obligation estimate and your pick-up can be scheduled the same day. Call 1-855-444-JUNK to speak to a representative. There is a $10 savings if you book online or 10% for loads that are easily accessible. Learn more at www.byejunk.com.